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REGULARITY OF GENERALIZED STOCHASTIC

PROCESSES AND THEIR DERIVATIVES

LEWIS PAKULA

ABSTRACT.   If X  is a generalized stochastic process which is regu-

lar in the prediction-theoretic sense then  Pid/dx)X is regular for a dif-

ferential operator Pid/dx).  This is used to study sufficient conditions

for regularity of stationary processes.  On the other hand, an example

shows that the derivative of a (nonstationary) deterministic process may

be regular.

Let X be a generalized stochastic process with second moments, that

is, a continuous linear map  5)(R ) —> H  where 2)(R )  is the space of infi-

nitely differentiable functions on  R    with compact support endowed with the

usual inductive limit topology and H is a Hubert space (say of square inte-

grable random variables on a probability space).   For  Í e R let H   = closed

linear span  ÍX(cS): supp cp C (-oo, t) i;  H^ = f\H¿ H^ = c.l.s.U,«,.  If

(• , •)  denotes the inner product in  H, then by Schwartz's kernels theorem

B(cp <g> 4j) = <X(cS), XdA)), where for cp, if, £ íDíR1)  <f> ® ¡/rf>, y) = (#x)yXy),

defines a distribution  B £ 3)'(R ).   We say that X  is deterministic if H_rx =

H     and regular if H_    = [Oi.   These properties depend only on the covariance

distribution B: Let N = \<f>: B(cp ® cp) = 0} and let Hß be the Hubert space

obatined by completing the pre-Hilbert space ÍD(R )/N  with the inner product

given by B(cp ® if/).  Let Xß: 3XR1) —» Hß  be the natural map.  Then X is

regular (resp., deterministic) if and only if X„   is regular (resp., determinis-

tic). Moreover, we see that for any distribution B £ 3) (R ) of covariance

type, i.e.,  B(oS ® cp) > 0  for all  cp £ 3XR1), there is g.s.p.  Xß  with B  as

its covariance distribution. If cf>,(x) = cp(h + x)  and B(cp, ® if/,) = B(cf> <8> z/r)

for all h £ R  , we call X stationary.  In this case, by the Bochner-Schwartz

theorem, there exists a positive Radon measure p on  R    (called the spectral

measure) and an integer N > 0   such that
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MO
< oo.(1) B{cp ®ip)=  f ^)-dp,    cp{0 =   f eix^ cp{x) dx,     f

J J J   {1 + £2)N

In case (1) holds with  N = 0, that is,  X is the g.s.p. associated with

an ordinary stationary process with finite spectral measure, it is well known

that if p is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue measure then

X is regular if and only if

clog{dp/d¿j)
(2) I  -dt >-oo.

J   i + e2
(See e.g. Deo [2].)

An analogous result for arbitrary N  was stated by Rozanov[3l and

Balagangadharan [l] but both of their proofs of the sufficiency of (2) contain

errors.  In this paper a new proof will be given based on

Proposition 1.  // X is a regular g.s.p. then P(d/dx)X is regular for any

differential operator P(d/dx)  with  C°° coefficients.

Proof.  Suppose  P(d/dx) = S*=Q a^dVdx1).  Let  P*(d/dx) =

^-lYaié/aY). We define P(d/dx)X(cp) = X(P\d/dx)cp).  Let H{ be

as  above  and let H, = c.l.s. \P(d/dx)X(cp):    supp cp C (-oo, t)\ =

c.l;s. \X(P (d/dx)cp): supp cp C (-oo, ;)j.  But since  supp P (d/dx)cp C supp cp,

it is clear that H    C H    and hence ilzV '  C II H .

Example.  The derivative of a deterministic g.s.p. may be regular.   By

Deo [2] a covariance  distribution   B  is deterministic if whenever B(cp ® cp)

> \U(cp)\2  fot all  cp £ 9XRl)   where  U £ 9)'(Rl)  vanishes on a left half-line,

then   U = 0.  Let X  be a g.s.p. with covariance  V 0 V  where  V = 1 + F  and

F is the Heaviside function.   \V(cf>)\2 > \U(<p)\2  tot all cf> £ ÍDCR1)   and I]4 0

implies V = ell fot some c ^ 0. Hence X is deterministic. Its derivative

has covariance distribution <5. ® <5Q   and so is regular.   The derivative of a

stationary deterministic g.s.p. is deterministic however, since it can be

shown, using Proposition 2 below, that a stationary X is deterministic if

and only if

r log {dp /dt;)
i-air*- —

J   l + £2

where p    is the absolutely continuous part of p (see Rozanov [3]).   But the

spectral measure of X'  is  ¿f p  so the result follows from the fact that

/((log ?)/a + ñ)dC is finite.

Proposition 2.  // X  z's a stationary g.s.p. with absolutely continuous
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spectral measure p and (2) holds, then X is regular. '

Proof.  Since (1) holds for some N  there is a positive g £ L (R )   such

that dp/dÇ=(l + Ç2)N g(£) = (1 - z'£)N(l + i£)Ngit).  Denote the inverse

Fourier transform acting on tempered distributions by J"   .   Then

?" V = (1 - id/dx))Nil + {d/dx))N3~ lg

and B(cf> ® xfr) = ÍF-  p(cf>*ip)  is the covariance distribution of X  where *  de-

notes convolution and ifr(x) = yj(-x).   Let B '(cp ® ip) = 7"   g(cp*yj).  Since

B (cp ® cp) > 0, B     is the covariance distribution of some stationary g.s.p.

Y  with finite spectral measure g(¿;)d¿;.  Then  B  is the covariance of

(1 + (d/dx))   Y. Now if  Y  were regular, by Proposition 1, X  would be also

since this property  depends  only on the covariance.   But

rlog(g)d€       r log {dp/dO J¿      r-logd + cf2)"
-=      -dç-      -dt >-oo.

Hence Y is regular.

The author thanks the referee for his suggestions.
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